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1. Principles and Types of Economic Integration - Summary (1 session)

2. Types of Economic Integration currently existing in Africa and
consequences of each type (1 session)

3. Industrial Integration in Africa at sub-regional level (1 session)

4. Case study of Fest African Iron and Steel Industry (2 sessions)

5. Case study of the East African Common Services Organization (2 sessions)

6. Financing of sub-regional projects - Role of the African Development
Bank (1 session)

(a) Principles underlying the project

(b) Present status of the project

(c) Effects and problems arising from the project

(a) Principles of Integration underlying the organization

(b) Present status of the organization

(c) Effects and problems arising from the project

(a) International sources

(b) Pooling of national resources! ADB

7. Summary (1 session)
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Summary extracted, from B. BELASSa, Theory of Economic Integration.Richard Irwin

Chapter I

Introduction

Concept and Forms of Economic Integration

Conoepti Economic Cooperation involves the active process of lessening
various forms of discrimination existing "between economic units

"belonging to different national states,e.g., international
agreements on trade policies

Economic Integration: involves the active process of suppressing
or abolishing various forms of discrimination (quantitative,!.e.
quotas, and price.i.e. tariff) existing between economic units

belonging to different national states thus leading to a state
of affairs characterized by the absence of various forms of dis-

imination between national economies (e.g. removal of tradebarriers between countries;. x a
cri

2. Forms of Economic Integration:

Free Trade Area

Customs Union

(ï) Abolition of tariffs and quotas on commodity
movements between members

(2) each oountry is free to retain its oi*n

tariffs against non-members
t,
(ï) Suppression of tariffs and quotas on

commodity movements between members

(2) equalization of tariffs with non-members

Common Market (ï) Abolition of tariffs and quotas on comnodiity

movements between members

(2) abolition of restrictions on factor movement!;

between members

(3) equalization of tariffs with non-members
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Economic Union (1) Suppression of tariffs and quotas on

commodity movements between members

(2) Suppression of restrictions on factor

movements between members

(3) a common tariff against non-members

(4) harmonization of national economic policies

Complete Economic
Integration (ï) Includes (ï) - (4) of Economic Union

(2), Unification of monetary, fiscal, social
and countercyclical policies

(3) establishment of~a supranational authority
whose decisions are binding on all members

. Worldwide Interest in Economic Integration

(a) Europe; (i) Benelux; Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg
(ii) European Coal and Steel Community established in

February 10, 1953 between the Six Common Market

Countries of Europe (EEC), namely the Benelux

countries, France, West Germany and Italy,
(iii) European Economic Community (Common Market)

established -in January 1, 1958 "betwëërTthe countrie
of the European Coal and Steel Community by the
Treaty of Rome ("Inner Six")

(iv) European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom) created
at the same time as the EEC for the exploitation
of nuclear energy.

(v) European Free Trade Association ("Outer Seven")
established in July 1, i960 between Austria,
Denmark, Great Britain, Norway, Portugal, Sweden
and Switzerland. In March 1961, Finland joined.

(vi) Proposed European Free Trade area compassing the
countries of the Inner Six and the Outer Seven

(EEC and EFTA), but the negotiations during 1957-60
came to nothing.
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Latin America: UNECLA prepared plans for a free trade area for all

Latin America to become eventually a full-fledged customs
union. Came to nothing but two groupings of these countri

subsequently emerged?

(i) In i960 six South American States (Argentina, Brazil, Chij

Paraguay, Pern!'," Uruguay) and Mexico concluded an agreemont
the Montevideo Treaty, to establish the Latin America Free
Trade Association (LAFTA)

(ii) Central American Common Market (CACM) formed at the same

time as LAFTA by four Central American countries -* El

Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua,

Establishment of a Custom Union began around }960

Possibilities for integration have been considered in
Southern Asia

Various groupings of newly independent countries have

prepared proposals for eventual economic integration?

Union of Maghreb countries : Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia-
Ghana - Guinea Union 1958
Mali Federation i960 (Soudan and. Senegal)
Other groupings of former French African territories.

Considerations giving rise to Economic integration or proposals for
Economic Integration

Economic — Memory of the depression period of the 1930's
and the desire to curb transmissible cyclical fluctuation

through trade, by establishment of customs unions

Political -desire for avoidance of future wars between

France and Germany
— establishment of Western Europe as a world

power and a third force between USA and USSR

West Indies:

Asia:

Africa:

(i)
(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

Europe (i)

(ii)
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("b) Underdeveloped, countries - economic development""

(industrialization, enlargement of markets)
— counteracting effects of possible diversion

of trade by the EEC

5. Liberalist versus Dirigist Ideal of Economic Integration

Liberalist - reliance on market forces as a means of returning to tho
free trade ideas of the pre-1914 world (European Free
Trade Area). In short, economic liberalism

Dirigist - reliance on administrative non-market means (more important
than economic liberalism in the various moves towards

economic integration). : ■

6. Fundamental Problems and Concerns of Theory of Economic Integration

The study of economic integration is a study in economic dynamics, in
particular, the study of dynamic efficiency. This involves...a. study of three
aspects of economic integration :

(ï) its effect on resource allocation within the union and in the

non-partici.pating countries, first, on the assumption that
restrictions on commodity movements (i.e., trade barriers) are
abolished while restrictions on factor movements are maintained

second, on the assumption that restrictions on factor movement's

x are abolished (theory of Common Market)
(2) its effect on economic growth, in particular the inter¬

relationship between market size and economic growth^ tho
theoretical problems and empirical evidence on internal and

external economies, the impact of integration on market stru¬
cture technological change, risk and uncertainty in foreign
trade, and on investment activityj

(3) its effect on economic policies (theory of economic union)
in particular the analysis of regional problems in an economic

union, the harmonization of social policies, fiscal problems
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and monetary unification (including balance of

payments problems and the coordination of policies
for stability and growth in an economic union).

The Sectoral Approach to Integration

All forms of economic integration require concerted action
in the entiro field of economic activity whether it is a matter
of abolition of customs barriers or the coordination of fiscal

policies.

Another approach to; economic integration is to move from
sector to sector integrating various industries successively. The
argument in support of this approach is that national governments
are more inolined to make limited commitments with clear implications
than to integrate all séetors at the same time. It is also pointed
out that this approach is flexible and that integration in one sector
would encourage integration on a larger scale.

From a theoretical point of view various objections can be
raised to the sector - by - sector approach;

(ï) Where the simultaneous integration of all sectors allows
i

for compensating changes, integration in one sector will

produce readjustment in that sector alone, while re¬

allocation of resources in other sectors is impeded by
the continued existence of tariffs and other trade

barriers.

More generally, under the sectoral approach every step
in integration results in a new and temporary equilibrium
of prices costs and resource allocation and this "equilib¬
rium" is disturbed at every further step. On the other

hand, tho adjustment of relative prices and the realloc¬
ation of resources proceed more smoothly if all sectors
are integrated at the s amo time, since some industries
are expanding, others contracting, and unnecessary

resourco shifts do not take place.
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Integration,"by sector puts an additional burden on the external
balance also. At various steps, pressures will be imposed on

the balance of payments of countries where the newly integrated
sector is a high-cost producer. In the absence of exchange-rate
flexibility, this process "Unnecessarily"Ihlrdens exchange
reserves in some, and inflates reserves in other participating
countries* Ifj on the other hand, exchange rates are left to

fluctuate freely, temporary variations in rates of exchange will
bring about transitional and unnecessary Changes in the inter¬
national division of labour. o. - .

Lack of coordination in monetary fiscal, and other policies is
likely to oause difficulties under the sectoral approach since
differences in economic policies can lead to perverse movements
of commodities and factors. For example, if inflationary policies
are followed in one country while deflationary policies are

pursuBd in another, an overadjustment will take place in the
integrated sector (or sectors) while trade barriers restrict

adjustment in other industries.

Any joint decisions made with respect to the integrated sector
will affect all other branches of the participating economies.

A non—economic objection» the sectoral approach is bound to

bring about a conflict between producer and user interests in

individual countries. Thus in'Countries with relatively high
production costs, users will welcome integration because of its

price—reducing effects, while high—cost producers will object
to it. And since, from experience, producer interests have

( greater influence on governmental decision—making, pressures
from these interests are likely to have a restrictive effect
on integration if the sectoral approach is adopted.
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Por these reasons integration through the sectoral approach
is inadvisable. However, if political obstacles hinder integration
in all areas simultaneously, integration in one sector alone may

be both beneficial and the only action possible. Thus the integ¬
ration of coal and steel in the European Coal and Steel Community
has been conducive to the expansion of production and trade in

the participating industries and contributed to the establishment

of the European Common Market. This process has been helped by
the considerable increase in the national incomes of every parti¬
cipating country, thus easing the process of adjustment. However,
the Coal and Steel Community has encountered serious difficulties

with respect to transportation policies fiscal and social problems,
etc., whifh have been due largely to the fact that integration
extended over only one sector.

Hate: Theory of Customs Unions and Free Trade Areas : Commodity movements

production and con¬

sumption effects

Theory of Common Market : Factor Movements

Theory of Economic Union and Complete

Economic Integration : Regional problems,
harmonization of

fiscal and monetary.,
economic and social

policies; political

aspect.
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Lecture Schedule • ..

Lecture 1 Approaches to African Economic Integration
(a) Approach analogous to the linear programming approach
(h) Approach through the theory of economic intégration
Documentsg (ï) Concept and Forms of Economic Integration

(Summary of Chapter 1 of B. Balassa,, Theory of
Economic Integration)

(2) Industrial Growth in Africa, E/CN.14/lNR/l/rev.1,
Chap. 3s Industrialization and Economic Planning

Lecture 2 Types of Economic Integration currently existing in Africa
Lecture 3 Choice of Strategy of Economic Integration in the light of existing

investments

Lecture 4 Case Study of the Proposed West African Iron and Steel Industry
Documentss (ï) Summary of the PsBernis Reports Preliminary Report on

Harmonization of Industrial Development Programmes

(2) Considerations relating to the proposed Iron and
Steel Industry in West Africa

(3) Current State of Proposals for an Integrated Iron
and Steel Industry in West Africa

Lecture 5 Economic Cooperation in East Africa s Case Study of the East
African Common Services Organization
Documents s (ï) Reports of the ECA Conference on the Harmonization

of Industrial Development Programmes in East Africa

(2) Excerpt from NPA, Development Research Digest,
Vol. ill, no. 3, October 1965» pp. 71-77

Lecture 6 Economic Cooperation in Central Africa
Document ; Report of the ECA Mission on Economic Cooperation in

Central Africa (e/cn.i4/l.320), Chapters 7 & 8
Lecture 7 Institutional Aspects of Economic Integrations Coordination of

Monetary Policies.
Document s Industrial Growth in Africa, E/CN.14/lNR/l/Rev.1,

chapters 5 & 8
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Lecture 8 Institutional Aspects of Economic Integration; Coordination
of Trade and Transportation Policies

Document s Industrial Growth in Africa, E/CU.14/IHR/i/Rov.1,
chapters 5 & 6

Lecture 9 Institutional Aspects of Economic Integration; Pooling of Financia
Resources - The African Development Bank
Document s Statute of the African Development Bank

Lecture 10 Summing Up
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READING LIST/ BIBLIOGRAPHIE

1. Report of the ECA Mission on Economic Cooperation in Central Africa
Rapport de la Mission de Cooperation Economique de la CEA en Afrique du Cen.v

E/CR.14/L.320 - Chaps. 7 & 8

2. Industrial Growth in Africa ) A t/n„

Développement industriel en Afrique ) ' • M/INR/I/Rev.
(a) Approach to Industrial Development in Africa

La voie vers le développement industriel en Afrique
- Chap. 3 Industrialization and Economie Planning (reproduced in

Economie Bulletin for Africa. Vol. Ill, Jan.1963, chap.B.I.)
- Chap. 3 L'industrialization et la planification économique.

(réimprimé dans le Bulletin Economique pour l'Afrique,
Vol. III. Jan. 1963» chap. B.l).

(h) Industrial Developments Prospects and Possibilities
Développement industriel: Prospects et possibilités

- Chap. 4 Recent Developments and Prospects for Expansion in Selected
Major Industries.

- Chap. 4 L'évolution récente et les possibilités de développement
de quelques industries importantes.

(c) National, sub-regional and international cooperation in industrial
development of Africa
Coopération nationale, sous-régionale et internationale dans le
développement industriel de l'Afrique

- chap. 5 Some Problems of National Policy and sub-regional Cooperation
Etude de quelques problèmes touchant les politiques

nationales et la coopération sous-régionale
- chap. 6 The Role of the Economie Commission for Africa and other

International Organizations in promoting Industrialization
Le rôle de la Commission Economique pour l'Afrique et des
autres organisations internationales dans l'industrialisation.

3. Reports of the ECA Conference on the Harmonization of Industrial Development
Programmes in East Africa

Les rapports de la Conférence de la CEA sur l'harmonisation des programmes
du développement -industriel en Afrique de l'Est
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j

for the choice of technology involved in the establishment of an

iron and steel industry for West Africa, whereas adopting the approach
advocated here may have led to the choice of a different technology
more in line with that suggested by the de Bernis report on the
establishment of an inland iron and steel complex.

III. Institutional Aspect

Given the theoretical approach and its functional application
•id »

we proceed to consider the institutional aspect. Once the strategy
fer economic integration has been decided we need to apply the tactics
of economic integration, that is, to consider the institutions and

policies required to realize the statèd main objective of African
economic integration, namely, maximum use of available resources in
each sub-region.

Notes The sub-regional approach is preferred though not necessarily the
best (because it is piecemeal and has its dangers and costs), but
because : v

(a) it is the only feasible approach in current circumstances

(b) it stirs up less passions, political and otherwise (cf. years

of fruitless discussion at ECA on the establishment of an

African Common Market).
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Maximt: use of available resources

Activities generated in the manufacturing and other sectors
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Lecture 2

Types of Economic Integration Currently Existing in Africa;

Regional and Sub-regional Economic Integration

1. The previous discussion makes clear that there are, in general,
two levels of economic integration:

(ï) Integration based on free commodity movements within the

area of integration - this is merely integration at the

trading or commercial level in which two types of institu¬

tional arrangements are possible: (i) Free Trade Area,

(ii) Customs Union.

(2) Integration based on free commodity and factor movements

within the area of integration - this is integration of

both trade and industry involving three possible types
of institutional arrangements: (i) Common Market

(ii) Economic Union (iii) Complete Economic Integration.

2. Examples of Integration of Trade:

(ï) Nest African Free Trade Association: comprising Côte d'Ivoire,
Guinee, Liberia and Sierra Leone.

(2) L'Union Douanière Occidentale: comprising Côte d'Ivoire,

Haute-Volta, Dahomey, Mauritanie, Niger and Sénégal.

(3) L'Union Douanière Equatoriale: comprising Congo (Brazza),
République Centrafricaine, Tchad.
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Examples of Integration of Trade and Industry;

(ï) East African Common Market; comprising originally Kenya,
Uganda, Tanzania, with interest in extending the market
area to other countries of East Africa, if possible - Congo
(Leo), Burundi, Ethiopia,--Malawi, Rwanda, Somalia, Sudan,
Zambia and Madagascar.

( 2) Eighteen Associate Afr-icah Members of the European Common
Market and Nigeria: Appendages of an external regional
grouping, rather than a regional or sub-regional grouping
in the African sense.

Other Projects connected with Integration of Trade:

(1) Bilateral Trade and Payments Agreements between African
Countries

(2) Proposed African Payments Union

(3) Proposed Association of African Central Banks.
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Lecture 3

Choice of Strategy in the light of Existing Investments

I* Discovery and Selection of A.reas for fruitful Inter-country Cooperation
and Coordination of Development Plans

1. Study of areas and activities in which considerable public infrastruc-
tural investment already exists s

This can be" done through a comparison of thé public accounts,
specifically accounts presdnted on the basis of a functional-economic

classification of puhlic expenditures.

Advantages s Comparison of such accounts of various countries in a

sub-region would reveals

(a) the orders of magnitudes (or priority) of public spending on

development in the various countries,taken together
(b) the major fields in which further common sub-regional development

activity is indicated, through a comparison of the consolidated

accounts of the sub-region expressed in a common unit of

account e.g. the US dollar

(c) the major areas in which inter-country cooperation on a sub-

regional basis could yield the most fruitful return since

certain basic infrastructural investment already exists in these
areas on a sub-regional basis. Thus, for example, further
common activity would be indicated in the areas of agriculture,
roads and railways, medical and health, education, etc. The
need would be to expand these activities on a sub-regional
basis and to build further activities on them.

Notes The fields of expenditure indicated by the public accounts are

necessarily limited and incomplete for this purpose. Some

already existing infrastructure may fall cutside the scope of

public accounts either because it was made a long time in the

past and is not repeatable until after a lapse of time
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(e.g; irrigation and water control, power systems', etc. ) or "because,
falling in the private sector, it is not an object of public
expenditure (e*g. money and banking institutions, civil aviation,
commercial trading organizations, etc. )

(d) The major areas in which coordination of inter-country development
plans and projects is necessary - in addition to areas for which
no indication of activity appears in the public accounts

Limitations :

(a) Existence of a private sector makes the indications incomplete,
since considerable activity in this sector may not be reflected
in the public accounts

(b) Certain important areas of cooperation in the public sector do not
involve much public expenditure (e'g. malaria control, locust control,
etc.) and therefore an order of importance based on the magnitude .

of public spending may not reflect their true importance or their
urgency.

Nevertheless the accounts would be useful in showing at least
some, if not all, of the important areas of current activity by
various governments.

2. Study of sub-regional resources and their actual and potential relation¬
ship (in the light of current technology) to the areas already identified
in the public accounts

3. Study of areas in which common institutional action has already been, or
is being, taken or considered in order to examine the consequences of
the operation of such institutions on the common objective of sub-regional
economic development, and on the sub-regional economic and social projects
already undertaken or being contemplated.
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II. Principles governing Choice of Strategy for sub-regional development "based
on pattern of existing investments

1. Principle of Fructification of already existing investments and
activities

2. Principle of undertaking entirely new activities which may he
unrelated to already existing investment but based on resource

availabilities

The principle of fructification of existing investment is preferred
because it is s

(i) cheaper in terms of cost

(ii) more likely to be successful because of the existence of

infrastructure

(iii) likely to fructify other activities ancillary or related
to those already existing.

The principle of entirely new activities (e.g. based on import

patterns and import substitution on the basis of available local

resources) may require entirely new infrastructural investment and

therefore is likely to be more costly than the first.

Thus, fertilizer and petrochemicals would fall under the

first principle, but development of nuclear energy based on existing

deposits of uranium ores would come under the second principle, since
the basic scientific infrastructure required is currently lacking
in most of Africa and the venture would therefore be very expensive,
if at all possible.

III. Application of the Principle of Fructification of Existing Investments

Combining 1 and 2 of the procedure for discovering the areas for further

joint activity certain consequences follows

(a) Development of suitable projects

(b) International financing as well as intercountry pooling of
financial resources either directly or through the African

Development Bank (note, however, that the ADB operates on

the principle of addibonality)
(c) Inter-country or sub-regional coordination of policies required

for the successful implementation and operation of the selected

projects (e.g. inflation control, tariff, customs and

transport coordination).
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Lecture 4

Summary

of

Preliminary Report on Harmonization of

Industrial Development Programmes

t'y

Prof. G. Destanne de Bernis

(Second Niamey Conference)

1. The Report recommends Industrialization based on Modernization
of Agriculture.

1. Agricultural tools; iron and steel industry.

2. Fertilizers: synthetic (nitrate fertilizers) or natural

(phosphates).

2. Iron and Steel Industry: choice of technology.

(a) "ancient" technology: iron and coal (reduction of iron
in coke furnaces): adequate iron ore deposits in Nest

Africa, lack of coal (iron in Mauritania, Guinee, Liberia,
Sierra Leone, Nigeria, Cameroun, etc...)
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(b) modem technology; gas reduction of iron ore: adequate
reserves of gas in southern Saharan gas field (Bergen-In
Salah) as well as in Eastern Nigeria. Iron and steel industry
possible on the basis of the modern technology, which is
the technology of tomorrow.

3. Important Factors in the establishment of the Industry:

(1) Cost of gas pipes to transport the gas, the amount of gas

required for iron ore reduction, as well as at-destination
prices of gas.

O

(2) Forecast of consumption of iron and steel products for

agricultural use.

These two factors will determine the number (perhaps 2 or 3) and size of
plants to be built. But also

(3) replacement demand for parts of factories already in
existence; i.e., demand for manufacture of machine tools

(or demand for a machine tool industry) to make parts of
machines to be replaced, and for manufacturing and
assembling more complex agricultural tools, like tractors.

4. Technical and Market Requirements (15 - 20 years):

(1) Survey of iron and gas resources.

(2) Estimates of demand for metallurgical products (a) in
agriculture, (b) for machine tool industry.

(3) Estimates of demand for gas following (2), as this will
determine the size of gas pipes and cost of gas at
destinations.

(4) Survey of existing and required system of transportation
of products to centres of consumption.
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(5) Location of plants (near iron fields) - perhaps 2 or 3

required - and capacity of each plant, with a view to

serving the West African area.

(6) Linear programming of supply to accommodate demand at

minimum cost in transportation of gas, as well as of
finished products. This will he an important factor in

the'siting of the factories.

5. Fertilizers; Synthetic fertilizers (nitrates) or natural fertilizers,

i.e., phosphates (Sénégal, Mauritania) and potash (Central Africa, Tunisia)
Synthetic fertilizers require establishment of a chemical industry based
on gas (for production of methane and ammonia) or petroleum. But either

gas or petroleum has potentialities for different types of synthetic
textiles:

Petroleum; fabrics - nylon, terylene

plastics - polystyrene, phenol

petroleum products (gasoline and lubricants),
acetylene.

Gas ; Methane which, when cracked or decomposed, gives ammoni

(the essential source of nitrate fertilizer), methanol
and carbon black.

Acetylene which gives rise to:

(a) Chlorides of vinyl and polyvinyl (mixture of
chlorine and acetylene) from which are

obtained plastics and synthetic fibres.

Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) - has many applications in

(i) agriculture;, hose-pipe for irrigation, films
or sheets to protect agricultural products

against cold, wind, sun, rain; wrappers for
banana stems, etc.
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(ii) housing - drains, floor coverings, windows,
household fittings;

(iii) textile industry - materials known as rhovil
and thermovil;

(iv) industry in general - tubes, hose-pipe,
raincoats, sandals.

Note : Chlorine is obtained from potassium or sodium.

acetaldehyde - an important intermediate

product for manufacture of acetate and butanol,
then of butadiene and synthetic rubber which

might be reinforced with carbon black;

(c) acrylic nitrile, the basis of all acrylic
fibres (nitrile rubber, fabrics like orlon,

crylor, creslan and acrilan), plastics like

plexiglass and acrylic resins;

(d) acetate of cellulose, a synthetic fibre and
one of the first synthetic fibres.

6. Technical and Market Requirements for Fertilizers;

(ï) Survey of demand for fertilizers based on field tests of

application of fertilizer and the resulting crop yields.

(2) Survey of deposits of chlorides (potassium and sodium) requir
for producing chlorine which, with acetylene gives the

pol3'vinyl chlorides from which synthetic fibres are obtained.

7. Modernization of Agriculture and rise of Transformer Industries

The modernization of agriculture through the provision of

agricultural tools and fertilizers thus yields a whole new range of
transformer industries

metallurgical - machine tool industry, in particular
engineering
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textiles

plastics, etc.
In short, there will he forward linkage effects, which, -unlike

consumer goods industries (beer, textiles, cooking oil, soaps) will

radically transform the entire West African economy.

8. Summary of Technical and Market Requirements:

Resource Survey: iron, chlorides (potassium and sodium) gas

fields, petroleum fields (note that the
existence of gas and petroleum gives rise to

specialization of chemical industries according
as they may be based on gas or petroleum).

Consumption Forecast for:
steel products, fertilizer, polyvinyl chloride

(which will largely determine the amount of gas

to be used, size of gas pipes and prices of gas

at various destinations)5 synthetic textiles

(requiring gas or petroleum) natural textiles

(requiring fertilizer, whether synthetic,

involving gas or petroleum,- or natural requiring

phosphates and sodium); cement; packing materials.-
aluminium (already being produced and a rival
of plastics).

Transport Requirements:
River - Sénégal or Niger and their navigability,

Railway (e.g., rail links, such as Nigeria-Tchad)
Road (e.g.. West African Transport System being
considered by the West African Transport Authority
based in Monrovia).
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9- Institutional Requirements;

(a) West African Iron and Steel Authority (WAISA) - (held its
recent meeting in Freetown, Sierra Leone in April 1966).

(b) Coordination of development plans among West African countries
so as:

(i) to obtain the full propulsion or expansion benefits

radiating from the metallurgical centres to the

periphery of the West African market, by avoiding
waste and duplifioation of effort in the areas of

metallurgy and chemical industries;
(ii) to help absorb the inflationary elements of expansion

at the metallurgical centres (i.e., help in absorbing
costs of development as reflected in possible initial
high prices of products as against competitors);

(iii) to coordinate tariffs and customs procedure in order
to facilitate distribution of the products of the

metallurgical and chemical industries with minimal
cost consequences other than the cost of transpoitation.

10. Financing Arrangements:

The financing of all these industrial developments for the moder¬
nization of agriculture may involve pooling of foreign currency requirements
for the establishment of the metallurgical and chemical industries by all
the countries concerned.

Note the philosophy behind the Report:

(ï) Industrialization of Africa is b>=st directed along lines of production
of intermediate products with high forward and backward linkage effects,
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than along lines of production of final or consumer goods which involve
few forward linkage effects and limited labour requirements (such
as industries processing food and beverages).

Industrialization in Africa can be most fruitfully undertaken via

the modernization of agriculture (compare opposing opinions, e.g.,

UNECA, Economic Bulletin for Africa, Vol. Ill, January 1963? Chapter

B.1, "Industrialization and Economic Planning.").



V
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Considerations relating to the proposed

Iron and Steel Industry in West Africa

Í • The Choice of Technique; The de Bernis Repor1^..on the establishment
of an iron and steel plant in the interior (i.e., away from the coastal
area of West Africa) envisaged the use of a more modern technique based
on gas reduction of the iron ore. The ultimate choice made for the entire

industry, however, assumed the use of the conventional and declining

technique based on reduction by coking coal and electricity. Possible

effect of this choice on:

(a) potential cost - importation of coking coal versus use of

gas from a cheap source in the southern Sahara (Berga-In
Salah);

(b) industrial sanitation - use of gassas compared with the by¬
products of coking coalj would avoid the ourpouring of acrid
smoke and fumes into the atmosphere, thus avoiding air

pollution and other health hazards (social cost)5

(c) linkage and indirect effects - by-products of coking coal,
as compared to by-products of gas? are minimal - only the
direct product involved (pig-iron)j furthermore, gas could
have other uses as a cheap fuel to replace electricity,

thereby helping to reduce the cost and raise the standard
of living of the masses.
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2. Possible Reasons for Choice of conventional technique:

(a) Possible difficulty in securing the interest of companies
willing to make the necessary investment in the exploitation
of the gas deposits (international gas and oil combines;
compare the position of the aluminium smelter in Ghana);

(b) Competitive interest of European markets in obtaining cheap
gas from African gas wells - this ties in with (a) and is
exemplified by export of oil and gas through pipelines from
Iforth Africa to Europe;

(c) Without interested companies, difficulty of obtaining the
necessary financing either by African countries pooling
their resources or by borrowing from international lending
agencies. (How about the African Eevelopment Bank?);

(d) Relatively greater ease in securing the interest of firms

already making and selling plants based on the use of the

conventional technique of coking coal and electricity.

3. Possible Effects on the Future of the Industry ("There is always
something old coming from Africa in the industrial field"?).

(a) Switchover by industrialized countries to gas reduction of
iron and the effect on relative costs of steel products in
West Africa as compared to costs in the industrialized
countries:

(i) now, cost per ton in the Liberian plant may be
slightly lower - requiring protection against dumping
of more expensive products from Europe;

(ii) switchover to the more modern technique in Europe
will mean a relative increase in cost in the

Liberian and other West African plants, requiring
a continuation of protection to keep out cheaper
imports;
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5. Possibilities of keeping the Industry viable in spite of

technological handicap

(a) Rapid development of intercountry transportation and
communications networks link-up between major exploitation
routes (voies d'exploitation) by road and rail.

(b) Rationalization of production: product specialization among
the existing and future plants.

(c) Trade, transportation and payments agreements.

(d) Tariff protection against dumping of competitive produots
from abroad.

(e) Development of a machine tool industry.

6. Leverage Effect of Induatry on the West African Economy

(a) Smaller, by comparison with the alternative technique,
Produces mainly semi-final consumer goods, intermediate
products, and hardly any by-products.

(b) Doos very little, directly, to l>elp agricultural expansion,
diversification and modernization, compared with the alter¬
native technique.

(c) Alternative technique kills two birds with one stones

fertilizers, chemical industries and plastics plus iron
and steel (i.e., agricultural, chemical and metallurgical
industries). Existing technique has no such interindustrial

effects, besides requiring, like the alternative technique,
the establishment of a machine tool industry to make and

repair machines, including agricultural machinery,

7. Possibilities of Financing

(a) Pooling of foreign exchange costs by West African countries

to what extant possible, given the willingness ?

(b) International financial sources (see 2 above).
(c) African Development Bank (?) (subsequent lecture).
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(iii) effect of continued protection on the future

of the industry, cost-wise, especially in
view of the possibility of
- greater cost in changing over to new

technology later,
- increasing pressure by West African

governments to obtain cheaper imports
from abroad.

(b) Effects of (a) on the long-term profitability of the industry,
and prospects of recovering the investment sunk into it.

(c) Comparison of situation at (a) and (b) with the parallel
situation of raw material exports in the face of competition
from synthetic products (made chiefly from petroleum and gas).

4. The Rationalization of Production and Markets

(a) If the industry is successfully established transportation
of its products would be by sea (cheap) and, when a network
of intercountry overland transportation routes is established,
by road and rail. Need for tariff agreements between countries
to limit transportation costs overland versus possible need
for toll charges to amortize and maintain intercountry
overland transportation routes.

the

(b) If/industry is unsuccessful, in the sub-regional context,
possible evolution of balkanized markets based on proximity
to plants and on smaller groupings of countries within the

sub-region based on trade agreements (e.g. WAFTA, West
African Customs Union, Central African Customs Union - see

Uocture 2 ), Possibility of competition among plants and
erection of corresponding tariff enclaves.
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Lecture 4

(document 3) - Current State of Proposals for an Integrated Iron
and Steel Industry in West Africa (at June 1965)

(Ref. EGA, Summary of Iron and Steel Investigations in Nest Africa,
E/CN.14/lS/3,22.6.65)

Factors in the establishment of the Industry

1. Size 2. Location 3. Alternative processes available

4. Labour 5» Transport 6. Customs duties

7. Means of payment 8. Capital Structure

9'f Administration

Conclusions

(a) There is room for only one integrated plant in West Africa
at the present time and it will be many years before the West
African market is large enough to justify a number of national
steel plants

(b) The plant should make light rolled products :

bars s 150,000 tons p.a.

sectionss 100,000 tons "
billets s 100,000 tons "

350,000 tons

Alternative capacities for such a plant are 400,000 & 700,000 to-

(c) The plant should be sited on the coast instead of inland
because of transport costs (consider existing transportation

network) in .or.der to facilitate the assembly of raw materials
and distribution of the finished products . Selected sites

Lower Buchanan in Liberia being the lowest cost site of all
those considered (Based on report by SETEC a consulting firm)

(d) A second plant to be established far from the coastal plant, and
in the meantime possibly one or more relay plants. Selected
sites Gouina in Mali, to produce 30,000 tons p.a.
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(e) Production technology should he based on use of imported coke
in smelting the local ore and in the case of the second plant,
use of hydro-electricity from the proposed Gouina hydro-electric
scheme

.

(f) Tariff protection would he necessary at the early stage of these
plants because of the: need to ensure the West African market
as a whole. This would also require arrangements whereby
governments of the region give priority in their purchases of
steel products to ihe integrated plant, and a trading framework
to ensure suitable exchanges in payment for the finished steel.

(g) There should be possibility of freight absorption in the financing
system. This implies that the ex-factory price should be so low
as to absorb the cost of transportation without making the final
sale price non-competitive with import substitutes (Estimated
cost of a ton of reinforning bar at the Buchanan plant of 400,000
ton capacity would be $ 985 Gr $ 81 at 700,000 ton
capacity compared with $ 116 at a new works in the UK - all figures
including a return of 15fo on the investment. Consequently also
anti-dumping protection required).

(h) A study prepared on the Liberian plant based on the alternative
capacities mentioned above show that either size plant would be
profitable even if steel was sold at 10^ below world prices.

(i) Arrangements should be made for joint financing, control and
management of the plants

(j) Mqrket projections by ECA of consumption of steel products . in Wes
Africa to 1970 based on actual consumption in 1960/62 assume
an average rate of growth of 9$'P»a. - except for rails. This
implies that the consumption for all products except rails ;will
double on the average between 1962 and 1970, as follows:
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Breakdown of consumption in 1970 by countries is as followss

Bar Wire
Wire Strip Sections Plate

Tin Plain Galvan». Tubes Rails Total
j
j

&
rod

Rod Plate Sheet Sheet

I
' Dahomey 3-5 0.7 Ó.3 0.3 2.5 1.3 0.9 1.1 4- 8 1-3 2.0 18.7

0 liana * 56.0 12.0 4.O 4-0 11.5 5-0 2.8 11.3 16.5 21.8 35-7 180.6
Guinea (x) 13-6 3-6 1-3 1.3 13.0 1.8 1.3 1.6 7-0 5-5 8-9 58.9
Iv. Coast£<)l 5. 5 3-6 1-5 1-5 15-3 3-3 2-4 3-2 12.9 8.1 9.6 76.9
Liberia/*} 16.2 4-3 1.6 1.6 9-2 1.0 0.7 0.8 3-9 8.6 10. 5 58.4
Mali § 2.8 0.7 0-3 0.3 2.6 0.7' 0.4 0.6 2-9 1.1 1.8 14-2
Mauritania § 3.7 0.9 Ó.4 0.4 3-7 0.2 0. 1 0.1 0-7 2-5 2.2 14-9

; Niger (*} 1.4 0.3 0. 1 0.1 1.4 0.2 0. 1 0.1 0-7 0.8 0-9 6.1
, . Lgeria^ 68.6 22.9 6.2 6.1 25-3 18.3 13.3 31-2 78.2 33-0 48. 1 351.2
| Senegal § 18.2 4-4 1.5 1-5 .18.0 3-0 2.1 2.7 11.5 9-0 11.4 83-3
Sierra
Leone &7.2 1.4 0.7 0.7 1.6 1.9 1.6 6.2 14.4 2.8 4.5 43.0Gam"b la

Togo*-*,; 2.6 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.9 0.9 0.4 0.7 3.1 1.0 1.5 12.0
Trvper
Volta**. 3,0 0,7 0,3 C*3 2,9 °'7 °*4 0,6 2'9 1'2 1"8 14*8 !

Total 212.3 55.8 18.5 18.4 107.9 38.3 26.5 60.2 159-5 96.7 138.9 933-0 j

(Sources ECA, Summary of Iron and. Steel Investigations in West Africa,
E/CN.I4/IS/3, 22 June 1965»P-10)

Jk Have their own plants for their domestic markets

Adjacent market for Nigeria )
rfc-ift Adjacent markets for Ghana and Nigeria \ proximity

; (transportation costs) and(x)Adjacent markets for Li"- -an plant ) trading relationships
§ Adjacent markets for Mali plant ^ already existing.
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1970 multiplier

Raiís 1.1

All other Products 2.0

Bar and rod 1.8
Wire rod 3.0

Sections 2.0

Plate and Sheet 2.0

- Plate 2.0
- V

- Plain sheet 3.0
- Coated sheet 1.6
- Tinplate 2.0

Tubes 2.0

Strip 3.0

Actual Projections to 1970 and. beyond are the following ;

1,000 tons

1210 1975- 1980
Total 222 U97 2147
Rails, etc. 139 160 180
Other types 794 mi mi
Bar and rod 212 312 460
Sections 108 167 259
Wire rod . 56 112 224
Wire 19 28 43
Strip 18 36 72
Sheet, plain 60 120 240
Coated 160 213 284
Tin plate 26 40 62
Plate 38 59 91
Tubes 97 150 232
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(k) Need for integration (rational specialization) of production and
sale of output of proposed and existing iron & steel works s

Output 1,000 tons

7^- Already existing 197Q

Nigeria Works (integrated)
Railway bars for Nigeria 69 100

Wire rod " " 23 43

Light sections " 18 28

S trip " » 6 11

Plate and sheet " 128 194
Tubes for West Africa _21 150

Total 341 526

Ghana (Tema) Works - (Reroiling & Scrap melting)

Railway bars for Ghana 56 82

Wire,rod " " 12 23

Light sections 7 11

Sirip sections 8
Total 79 124

Mali (Gouina) & Relay Works (integrated)

Railway bars to interior 50 73

Wire rod - 14

Light sections - 18

Strip sections —

Total 50 110

Liberia (Buchanan.Works)(integrated)
Railway bars (residual) 37 57

Wire rod (residual) 21 32

Light sections (residual) 47 54

Strip (residual) 8 12

Heavy sections 36 56
Billets 53 82

Sheet bar 130 126
Total 332 489

Other Works
= = == = ===

Plate & Sheet (re-rolling) 130 196
Tin plate (tinning & re-rolling) 26 39
Rails (re-rolling) 139 160

Total 295 395
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The ECA report proposes that Nigeria and. Ghana give up production
of wire rod.j light sections andsttip to Liberia in order to increase
the market left to Liberia for these products. An alternative

arrangement would be for the Liberian plant to produce semi—finished

products, supplying billets to the Ghana works and sheet bar to the
plate and sheet re—rolling works (to be established for this purpose)
and by undertaking manufacture of rails for the sub-region.

ost of making crude steel at the Gouina plant was
estimated at $ 70 to $ 80 per ton compared to $ 46 at Buchanan, and for
reinforcing bar at its proposed relay plant $ 200 per ton compared
with $ 170 per ton at a proposed scrap melting plant at Dakar.
Estimating transport costs at an avefage of $ 20 a ton the Gouina plant
could not compete.with the Buchanan plant, even in the interior and
would have no market. Nor could the Dakar plant compete, nor the
Nigerian plant (Eastern Nigeria) in deliveries to Lagos andPort Harcourt.

Some form of production and market sharing among all the plants
is therefore necessary if all these different projects are to be
executed.
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Lecture 4

Case Study of the Proposed West African
Iron and Steel Industry

I. In keeping with the approach outlined in Lecture 1, namely,
the choice of a strategy for sub-regional development which would
maximize the use of all available resources, we shall pass on to
consider the proposed iron and steel industry for Nest Africa.
The industry will be considered in the light of the single criterion?
whether the strategy proposed in its case increases the output of
both agricultural and manufacturing industry as well as expands
employment in both eases.

Our final judgement will be made in the light of the three
documents presented for this lecture.

This particular example is of significance for all sub-

regional projects which may eventually be proposed and undertaken,
because the strategy and proeedure adopted is likely to affect
policy in regard to other sub-regional ventures. For the Nest
African Iron and Steel Industry project is the most advanced of all
the projects which have so far been considered.

The Nest African Iron and Steel Industry project therefore
furnishes us with the essential elements in the framework of which

sub-regional projects could be studied and evaluated.
II. The following points need to be noted ?

1. The ECA approach to industrial development through (a) prelim¬
inary studies of available industrial resources; (b) study
of import patterns with a view to determining the possibilities
of import substitution through domestic production in particula
lines of import, in the light of the local resource availabi¬

lities, (c) preparation of feasible projects based on (a) and
(b).
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2. The contrast "between theMpiëceraeal" approach through import
substitution and the "integrative" approach to industrial

development based on the criterion at Section I above.

3. The two approaches - piecemeal and integrative - require market
studies but their implications are considerably different in

regard to (a) the financial requirements, and the allocation and

effective use of the financial resource likely to become
available (b) the scope and range of protective measures

required (c) the impact on existing national industries (d) the
inter-industrial relationships involved and, therefore, (e) the
range of rationalization and coordination problems which would
be involved.

4. The strategy already adopted and the approach which it reflects
i.e. piecemeal or integrative.
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Lecture 5

ECONOMIC COOPERATION IN EAST AFRICA; CASE STUDY

OF THE EAST AFRICAN COMMON MARKET

I. Introduction

The East African Common Market was originally more than a

Customs Union hut less than a Common Market. It was more than a

Customs Union because it had in addition to a common internal and

external tariff certain common services for its three members, Kenya,
Uganda and Tanzania. These common services included; railways,
harbours, post and telecommunications and a common currency. Such
was the state of affairs before the independence of Tanzania in 1961,
Uganda in 1962 and Kenya in 1963.

Developments since the independence of these countries have

led to a situation in which the "common market" is less than a customs

union and less than a common market, but having elements of both.
The unilateral action by Tanzania in 1965 in creating its own central
bank and currency started a movement diminishing further the status
of the organization as a common market, while the Kampala Agreement
of April 1964,l'y introducing quotas on certain goods entering into
the trade between the individual members, also diminished tho status
of the organization as a customs union. However the interministerial

meeting instituted after independence has added one more element to

its common market features.

II. Ma.jor Problems of the East African Common Market

Uneven regional development and consequent trade imbalances
between members of the "federation", especially in favour of Kenya
because of its head start in industrial development, and against the
remaining two members led to a situation regarded as intolerable,
especially by Tanzania which wanted to take vigorous action in correcting
the imbalance in development and trade by instituting a 5-year development
programme.
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III. The Kampala Agreement, April 1964
The Agreement wa3 the result of pressures by Tanzania for

a modification of the trading relations existing among the partners.
The Agreement aims specifically at reducing the imhalances in
visible inter-country trades

(a) A number of industrial products currently produced in
each country or for which production is planned would
be produced by each country mainly for its own domestic

consumption (Products of industries regarded as local)
and for which the domestic market is adequate;

(b) The products of industries which can operate profitably
on the basis of the larger market provided by the three
countries would face a quota system applicable to "surplus
countries" by "deficit" countries to the extent of the

deficit, in order both to reduce the deficit and to assure

the domestic market of the deficit country for similar
productsI

(c) "Surplus" countries would examine their trade patterns to
see to what extent they could increase imports from deficit

countries;
(d) Industries which were operating or could operate on an

intercountry scale (i.e. on the basis of the market of
all three countries) were allocated among members on a

country basis;

Tanzania - manufacture and assembly of 4-wheel
drive cars., certain types of lorries and

trucks, radios; manufacturing of motor
vehicle tyres and tubes

Uganda - manufacture and assembly of bicycles,
manufacture of nitrogeneous fertilizers

Kenya - manufacture of incandescent and fluorescent
lamps.
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Where similar products, belonging in this group of

seven, were being produced in a member country other than the
one to which the product (or products) is assigned, that

country's current rights would be safeguarded, but expansion
would only take place in the country to which the product had

been assigned.

(e) Appointment of a committee of industrial experts outside East
Africa to advise both on the location of future large-scale
industries and on the differential incentive measures by which

intercountry allocation of such industries could be promoted.

Some Disadvantages of the Kampala Agreements

1. The allocation of industries could be criticised as being far
from rational in principle or result. For example limiting
a country in the production of a product which has not been

assigned to it spoils a death sentence on the firms producing
it unless they can diversify.

2. Possible exclusion of.imports from outside the federation i.e.

from the rest of East Africa which, with the federation constitutes

a natural sub-region. This does not make for sub-regional
integration.

3. Possibility of imbalances in trade between the federation and

the rest of the East African sub-region. Thus the imbalance
in trade within the federation, if successfully eliminated would
be transferred outside the federation to the rest of the sub-region.

4. Possibility of diversion of trade both by members of the federation

(because of the quotas imposed) and by other members of the

sub-region to countries outside Africa.

5. Emphasis on use of the arrangements made in the Agreement to
reduce trade imbalances might overlook the need to develop
industrial integration and growth within both the federation and

the East African sub—region as a whole.
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V. Solution Indicated "by Problems at Section II

The rectification of regional imbalance calls for action
at the federal level and could have been taken care of if federation
had become effectively implemented. The advent of separate
independent member countries removed the prospects of federation.

There was, however, a strong conviction on the part of
Tanzania that strong federal central planning was a long way off
and would therefore prejudice Tanzania's efforts to take measures
to correct the regional imbalance by its own 5~year plan which
came into force in July 1964. Hence, Tanzania pressed for a

modification of the common market agreement, leading to the Kampala
Agreement.

VI. Prospects for the East-African Sub-region
The Kampala Agreement opens up the possibility of perpetuation

of a sub-region within the sub-region, instead ofloading to sub-regional
integration. Prospects of widening the East Afriaan Common Market
arrangement to include other members of the sub-region in addition
to the original three have, therefore, been set back - at least,
and hopefully, temporarily. How temporarily, depends on the
success and speed with which the current difficulties of the
federation could be overcome.
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Lecture 6. Economie Cooperation in Central Africa

(Report of the ECA Mission on Economio Cooperation
in Central Africa)

I. The six countries included in the sub-region of Central Africa by
the ECA Mission on Economic Cooperation in Central Africa are: Cameroun,
Central African Republic,-Congo (Brazzaville), Congo (Leo, now Kinshasa),
Gabon and Tchad. It is not impossible that Rwanda and Burundi may eventually
come to be classified with this group.

With the exception of Congo (Kinshasa), the remaining 5 members

belong to the UDE (Union Donanière Equatoriale) which originally excluded
Cameroun. Thus there already exists a trading arrangement forming the
nucleus for the integration of the sub-region. To this arrangement other
members could adhere, thus completing the sub-regional membership. There
does not seem to be any insuperable difficulty in attaching Congo (Kinshasa),
Rwanda and Burundi to the UDE, since all of those countries are already
associate members of the European Common Market.

II» The aim of the Mission was to explore and report on prospects
for greater economic cooperation amongst the countries of Central Africa.

III. The two chapters of the Mission's Report under study roughly
cover:

a) Present pattern of industry and future trends (Chapter7)
b) Scope for Harmonization in the Key Sectors and Future

Action Recommended (Chapter 8).
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Chapter 7. An ozamination is made of the scope for industrial

products (as measured by imports and domestic production of
industrial products) in the aggregate and by sectors, the current
pattorn of industry in each country (as given by imports and
domestic production of industrial goods), the scope for sub-
regional industries, and the framework for the xjromotion of
industrial development.

Chapter 8: This chapter discusses the basis for a structural change
in the economies of the sub-region, namely, the ezeoution of

programmes in energy, transport, agriculture and industry, and the
taking of measures to ensure financial and ezternal equilibrium.

IV. Recommendations of the Report (Chapter 8)

a) Manpower survey, ezpansion of education and training programmes,
ezamination of the health aspects of major development programmes.

b) Continued survey of natural resources of the sub-region.
c) Eztension of transportation network within the sub-region
d) Developing and harnessing of the energy sources of the sub-region-;

its lakes and rivers.

e) Agricultural development and increased trade in agricultural
products.

f) Coordinated industrial development in the sub-region.
— This involves consideration of (i) national industrial

possibilities ("foot-loose" industries or industries which

could be located anywhere in the subregion); food industries,
teztiles and allied industries, chemicals, building materials
and metal manufactures; (ii) sub-regional industries, i.e.
industries requiring markets of more than one country in the
sub-region (including markets in other parts of Africa or

overseas): food industries, chemicals and fertilizers, forest
industries, teztiles, non-metallic products, metals, metal
manufactures.
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- The basic principles for the location of sub-regional industries
are those of lowest costs of production in the light of raw

material availability, actual or potential market and
the nature of the industry concerned,

- The prospects of each sub-regional industry are considered in
on a country basis .

Industrial promotion: establishment of a sub-regional Industrial

Development Centre to supplement similar national facilities in

the individual countries.

Extending the area of the U.D.E., to include Congo (Kinshasa):
steps leading to this result would be: (i) increasing the flow
of trade between Congo (Kinshasa) and its neighbour members
of the U.D.E., particularly in commodities such as cement, certain
textiles and metal products; (ii) standing arrangements for

exchange of detailed information on all development projects
in both agriculture and industry between the U.D.E. members
and Congo (Kinshasa); (i-ii) Harmonization agreements between
the UDE and Congo (Kinshasa) in a limited range of large-scale

industry, (iv) studies leading to the working out of a scheme
for payments and monetary cooperation between the Congolese franc
and the CFA, possibly through a clearing system (with the
assistance of the ECA and of experts from outside Africa),
(v) Attempts to integrate national development plans in

course of preparation, provision being made to incorporate,
in specific terms, the agricultural and industrial harmonization

agreements reached, with provision for mutual adjustments from
time to time.

Corrective action to agglomerative tendencies ("polas de

croissance") involving steps encouraging deglomerative trends,

Bubregional industrial integration would normally encourage

the agglomerative tendency for the bulk of industry in a free
common market to gravitate towards existing industrial concentra¬
tions—the coast or the Kinshasa - Brazzaville area, specifically.
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Douala, Pointe Doiro, Libreville/Owendo? Brazzaville/Kinshasa,
Correcting for this would require:

(i) Further development of the system of fiscal transfers

already provided for in the UDE Treaty - specifically?
reasonable compensation to Tchad and Centrafricaine (the
two poorer members of the UDE) who are bound to lose

customs revenue by opening up their markets to the other

members of the UDE.

(ii) Encouragement of "footloose" industries in favour of Tchad
and Centrafricaine through institutional arrangements,
as these would not normally be expected to develop in the

ï ' ...

•

two countries merely by the free play of market forces,
j) Extensive provision of capital for the sub-regional industries

through increasing the rate of domestic saving in the sub—region?
and the inflow of foreign capital. Detailed study of the require¬
ments of capital to be made.

Dote♦ d customs union alone? even with fiscal transfers, much less a
free trade area?will not promote the industrial integration and
growth envisaged. This requires at least a common market form
of arrangement. For a customs union only encourages the flow of
trade with revenue allocation. Only a common market by additionally
encouraging the free movement of productive factors can encourage
the growth and integration of industry.
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V. Some interesting points of strategy referred to in the Report.

a) The Report puts emphasis on the possibilities of import
substitution while recognizing its limitations as a static

device and imperfect guide to the planning of-industrial

development. It mentions approvingly, the paper- by Jean-Louis
Lacroix of the University of Lovanium, Kinshasa: see Lacroix?
J.L. "Le Concept d'import substitution dans la théorie du

développement économique" - Cahiers économiques et sociaux^''

University do Lovanium.

b) "The first stop is to enumerate the main problems, in effect
to recall the elements of a strategy of industrial development.
But this can have little meaning if isolated from a general

development strategy, with an appropriate balance between the

different sectors of the economy, and in particular human and

physical infrastructure, agriculture and the whole range of

industry. Ton years ago there was little recognition of the
role of industry in a developing economy. Perhaps today tho

pendulum has swung too far the other way and there is insufficient

understanding that without appropriate agricultural development

programmes, industrialization is soon bound to be checked.

There is no contradiction between promoting both agricultural

and industrial development. There is still too much essentially

arid controversy on this point and the simple facts cannot be

stated too frequently. Growing incomes increase the demand

for food, which if it is not produced locally, has to be

imported. Increased agricultural incomes are essential to

provide part of the market for industrial products and also to

draw the rural soctor into the market economy. A larger supply

of agricultural raw materials is required, to make possible

an increasing range of agro-based industries, which are bound o o

play a major part in the industrialization programme.
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But agro-based and other light industries are not enough. À start
has to be made at onco in the laying down of capital goods industries,
machinery and fertilizers to supply the agricultural sector and,above
all; machines which produce machines and, feed the process of real
domestic capital formation". (Chapter 7, Section (i)).

Note; The current concept of "agro—ind" which lies at the Basis
of this correct view and which is being increasingly employed
in certain countries such as Israel.
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AFRICAN ECONOMIC INTEGRATION

Lecture 7» ■ Institutional Aspects of Economie Integration;

Coordination of Monetary Policies

I. Although little has so far been done by way of detailed studies
of the problenij the coordination of monetary policies is an essential
institutional framoworlc for the industrial development and expansion
of trade in the African Rogion and its sub-regions. The magnitude
of the problem can bo seen from the following facts:

a) Existence of different monetary zones: sterling, franc, dollar,
peseta, escudo as well as independent currency areas

(Guinea, Mali, UAR).
b) Even among the sterling zone countries of Africa, different

monetary systems exist based on national currencies and

central banks (Sierra Leone, Ghana, Nigeria, Tanzania etc.).
c) Some francophone countries are still yet in the stage of

currency board arrangements which,though called central banks

(o.g. Central Banks of States of Nest Africa, Central Banks
of States of Central Africa) are no more than the equivalent
of the old currency boards which existed for British Nest and East

• Africa and engage in nothing more complex than the issuing of
currency. Monetary policy is determined by the French Treasury,

. and therefore no independent monetary policy can be followed

by any of the States concerned. In so far as it is possible,
however, or may become possible to transform these currency
boards into central banks for the groups of States concerned,
so as to make possible the determination of their own monotary
policy, this would be prefereable to breaking them up as a

means of pursuing separate and independent monetary policies

IDEP/ET/583-7
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Lecture 8: Institutional Aspects of Economic Intégrâtion; Coordination of

Trade and Transport Policies

I. Transport s

Reference has been made in earlier lectures to the fundamental

importance of transportation for sub-regional and regional integration
in Africa. Indeed, it may be argued that the development and extension

and linking up of the independent transportation systems of various

African countries (sub-regionally and regionally) should take first

priority over other investment projects since by facilitating the
interflow of goods and persons (commodities and factors of production)
the integration of both trade and industry in Africa could be tremen¬

dously facilitated. (This topic has been adequately treated in the

optional course on Planning of Transport and Industry).

Nevertheless, developments in this respect need to be noted;

(a) The Trans-Saharan route to link North and West Africa

across the Sahara (by road and/or by rail) would eliminate
the geographical distinction between above and below
saharan countries.

(b) West, East and Central African transportation systems.

(c) Convention regarding driving systems, road signs.

(d) Adoption of uniform guage in railway systems.

(e) Harmonization of regulations regarding vehicle

transportation of freight, etc.
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II. Trade;

The integration of trade, as such, is only part of the total
industrial integration picture, and is best taken care of by the
institutional arrangements of free trade area and customs union. Eut

such arrangements are not enough unless backed by other measures;

(i) Harmonization of Tariff nomenclature - The Brussels

Nomenclature for classification of imports and exports
has been widely recommended for all African countries

and some countries adopt both the Brussels Nomenclature

and the UN Standard International Trade. Classification

(SITC) as a means of transition from the latter to

the former. (The ECA has done a lot of work already
on this subject).

(ii) Harmonization of Tariffs and Customs formalities:

This comes more easily with the establishment of a

free trade area or a customs union. (The ECA has in

previous years held seminars on this subject for
customs officials from various African countries).

(iii) Transit Agreements: in respect of transit trade?

especially important for landlocked countries (such
as Mali, Niger, Tchad, Rwanda, Burundi, etc ). This
involves agreements regarding breaking bulk, bonding
of transit goods in warehouses, travel of transit

goods by assigned routes, assigned entry and exit

posts, use of containers, sealing procedures? system
of recording transit goods, etc.

(iv) Agreenients or Convention regarding the unrestrictedright
of use of international rivers connecting several

countries (for transportation, power, and other water

uses). Again this is of special importance to landlocked

countries. The UN has prepared a convention in this

regard, to be acceded to by member countries.
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(v) Even with customs union or free trade area arrangements
in existence 5additional measures need to be taken:

exchange of commercial information among countries

regarding trade possibilities (trade diversion from

competitive suppliers of imports from outside Africa -

eg. trade in fertilizers, textiles, bicycles, etc.),
trade fairs and consular activities.

Thus African economic integration involves strategy in resources

as well as in instutitions and appropriate policies in regard to the latter,
as outlined above, constitute an integral part of the tactics of development

*
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Lecture 9» Institutional Aspects of Economic Integration; Pooling of

Financial Resources - The African Development Bank

I. Considerable capital investment is going to be required for the

implementation of the various sub-regional industrial projects envisaged
in Africa. This capital has to come from both domestic and external sources.

On the domestic side savings have to be increased and foreign exchange
pooled among member countries of a sub-region.. The pooling of foreign
exchange has been accepted by the fact of the establishment of the African

Development Bank whioh is scheduled to commence "official business on

July 1, 1966.

II. The Statute of the African Development Bank; Summary of Major
Provisions.

1. "Membership: Open to countries of the African region, including
islands.

2. Structure: A Board of Governors

A Board. of Directors

A Vice-President (Chief Executive)
Four Vice-Presidents

Staff.

3. Purpose: To contribute to the economic development of its

members, individually and jointly.

4. Functions:(1)(a) Financing of economic and social development

projects and programmes

(i) joint country projects or programmes

(ii) individual country projects or programmes

designed to make the economies of its members

increasingly complementary and to bring about
an orderly expansion of their foreign trade.
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(b) Undertaking or participating in selection,
study and preparation of projects, enterprises
and activities contributing to the development
of its members.

(c) Mobilization of African and external resources

for financing of projects and programmes at (a).
(d) Promotion of investment, in Africa, of public

and private ..capital in projects of the- type at (a).
(e) Provision of.technical assistance in the study,

preparation, financing and execution of projects
and programmes at (a).

(f) Other activities advancing the Bank's purpose.

(2).Cooperation in fulfilment of its purpose with

development institutions in Africa (national, regional
and sub-regional),. and with international financial

, institutions.5. Authorized Capital: 250,000,000 units of account (US dollar),
half to be paid up and half at call. (About $ 32
million already paid up by 1 July 1966. Control of

capital, and therefore of the Bank,entirely by
"

- African countries). Payment in gold or convertible

currency.

6. Special Funds: May be established by the Bank, outside of its
subscribed capital, to fulfil its objectives.
Resources in these funds to be kept separate and

apart from the Bank's ordinary capital resources.

7. Principle of Financing; Additionally - the Bank can only add
to capital resources for a project but cannot
finance the enti-re capital required nor seek

controlling ownership in the project (participation
financing). This means other resources must be

combined with the Bank's resources (eg. special funds
to which outside sources may contribute).

Specific projects or groups of projects but also

global loans, or guarantees of global loans to
African national development banks or other suitable

Í institutions.

(For other Provisions see the Statute of the Bank).
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III. Factors determining the Scope of the Bank's financing in relation

to African needs;

(a) Size of authorized capital.

(b) Principle of additionality.

(c) Size of special funds.

(d) Sub-regional and national projects and programmes.

These factors indicate that the Banks resources are very limited
vis-à-vis the number of sub-regional industrial projects planned or

proposed for Africa.

IV. Banks Role vis-à-vis Role of International Financial Institutions

(a) The Bank does not compito with or prevent access to international

financial organizations (eg. World Bank) by member countries.

(b) The Bank is in fact required by its Statute to collaborate with

international financial institutions.

(c) Banks financing role complementary to that normally fulfilled

by international financial institutions, namely, financing of

purely national projects. Member States' access to such

institutions should continue to be the means of providing
external financing for purely national projeots.



 




